
SALES KIT

This sales kit is your handy go-to tool

when you want to cooperate with

WorldTrans GSA division. Find the

information you need on our services at

your fingertips.

If there is something you can not find in

this kit, simply refer to

https://gsa.worldtrans.vn/ or contact

one of our friendly support staff via:

(+84-28) 3822 7755 – Ext 481

trangnt8@worldtrans.vn

https://gsa.worldtrans.vn/ https://gsa.worldtrans.vn/ https://gsa.worldtrans.vn/

*** Every effort has been made to ensure that the
information in this kit is correct and up-to-date.
This information, however, can be subject to
change without prior notice, and no guarantee
can be regarding its accuracy or completeness.***
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Welcome

Global GSSA & Aviation Services



Who are we?

https://gsa.worldtrans.vn/

WORLDTRANS
GSA

• Vietravel

• Vietravel Airlines

• WorldTrans

WorldTrans is an important part of The
Vietravel Group, operating transportation
services internally and externally worldwide.

The Vietravel Group includes

With nearly 20 years of experience operating
in the field of travel, WorldTrans aims to
become a provider of multimodal travel
transport services.

As a "reliable companion” of travelers in every
journey - WorldTrans always wants to
accompany you on every travel itinerary and
create the highest value for travelers.

The goal is to achieve revenue of 1,000 billion
by 2021 and be the leading enterprise in
Vietnam specializing in providing
transportation services for travel.

Our vision & mission

WorldTrans is a dynamic enterprise that
operates airline representative offices in key
global markets.

A large range of international, passenger
airlines currently entrust WorldTrans to
represent their interests in numerous
different countries worldwide.

WorldTrans global network offers airlines a
low risk method of entering new national and
regional markets.

What we do
Passenger GSSA

What we do
Passenger GSSA

WorldTrans are officially 
Vietnam GSSA & PSA of

https://gsa.worldtrans.vn/

Our team of professionals will happily and
ably support all your airline needs such as
Sales, Marketing, Promotion, Finance, Legal,
Cargo and much more.

Our wide range of services offers a fully
comprehensive package to meet all the needs
of a vibrant airline operating in today’s
competitive markets.

If your organization is looking for a reliable
partner to help you expand your airline
business into new markets, and you wish to
benefit from our unique expertise in this
field, contact us for more information on
WorldTrans.

You choose WorldTrans,
you have the team of

• Sales

• Marketing (Advertising, PR)

• Financial Services

• Legal Services

https://gsa.worldtrans.vn/



TYPE OF CARGO
WE ABLY HANDLE

WorldTrans can take the hassle out of
complicated tour travel, providing a flexible
schedule that you control.

We cater to a variety of needs, whether it's
fast-track transit through airports or the use
of multiple tour planes. Our solutions
encompass numerous industries and events,
including:

https://gsa.worldtrans.vn/ https://gsa.worldtrans.vn/https://gsa.worldtrans.vn/

Air Passenger Charter

What we do
Cargo GSSA

What we do
Cargo GSSA

What we do

WorldTrans Cargo operates as General 
Sales & Services Agency (GSSA) & offers a 

full range of services on behalf of dozens 
of the world's most reputable airlines it 

represents.

We provide an international network with 
vast experience, flexibility, reliability and 

the highest standard of expertise for 24/7 
Real-Time Customized Logistic Solutions.

WorldTrans Cargo is committed to 
offering its cargo clients real time follow-

up of cargo movements and improved 
track and trace capabilities from 

acceptance of shipments to delivery at the 
final destination. 

Automotive Air Cargo Dangerous Goods

Humanitarian Aid Oil & Gas

Oversize Transport Animal

Our adherence to the highest standards 
and performance evaluation in supplying 
advanced logistics solutions, reliable and 
measurable services and feasibly effective 

transportation programs enhances 
business opportunities for our clients.



Why use WorldTrans for  Group 
Aircraft Charters?

One of our charter experts is able to assist you on
the ground to make sure that all aspects of your
group charter run smoothly.

Flight representation

Fly to your bespoke timetable – whatever your
requirements we’ll create the aircraft charter that
best suits you and your group.

Create your schedule

Reaching under-serviced locations, allowing
passengers/cargo to arrive closer to their final
destination.

Access to more airports

Avoid the delays associated with scheduled
airlines, reducing the time spent in transit.

Save time

Why use WorldTrans for 
Group Aircraft Charters?

https://gsa.worldtrans.vn/ https://gsa.worldtrans.vn/https://gsa.worldtrans.vn/

Air Cargo Charter

What we do
Air Cargo Charter

What we do
Air Cargo Charter

What we do

No matter where you want to fly to or from, our
international network of offices provides you
with local knowledge on a global scale.

Global coverage

Our buying power and reputation allows us to
find you the best group charter prices, ensuring
you always receive the most cost effective
solution.

Cost efficiency

With access to 50,000 aircraft, we will always
source the right aircraft for your requirements.

Choice of aircraft

Your dedicated charter expert is available 24/7 to
assist you with any requirements you may have,
from arranging in-flight cuisine to making late
changes to your charter.

Personal account manager

Our Charter Concepts team are able to brand all
aspects of your charter experience.

Brand your aircraftOffering air cargo charter brokerage 
services around the world, our size, 
infrastructure and experience in air 
freight gives us a competitive edge.

We have a broad range of cargo 
planes, from small jets for quick 
deliveries to freighters for heavy 
loads. We also provide a courier 

service.

All of our account managers receive 
extensive training and have spent 

time on the tarmac, so they know the 
intricate details of how air cargo 

charters operate.

In terms of size and experience, few 
operators can match WorldTrans.



VIP Charter

https://gsa.worldtrans.vn/

VIP EXECUTIVE

WTS Jet Card
Buy Your Own Aircraft

From Customer to Owner
From Cost Saving to Profit Center

https://gsa.worldtrans.vn/ https://gsa.worldtrans.vn/

Ideal for those who fly fewer than 35 hours per

year, the WorldTrans Jet Card allows you to

choose the jet that meets your needs, offers a

dedicated service advisor and guarantees your

aircraft. Whether you’re looking to diversify

your jet options portfolio, supplement your

existing aircraft or find the perfect gift for your

loved ones, the WorldTrans Jet Card gives you

the options you need and the choices you want.

Minimal initial investment, 

Maximum lasting returns

Customer Commitment

What will be the cost of WorldTrans Jet card
The customer will pay up-front as follow:
 Minimum yearly flight: HRS 35
(thirty-five hours)
 Fix cost per flight HRS: USD $ 15.000
(fifteen thousand US dollars)
 Total advanced payments: USD $ 525.000
(five hundred twenty five thousand US dollars)

Welcome you to the WorldTrans 

VIP Private Jet.

Quote The Rate

Raise RequestStep 1

Step 2

Make Payment

Sign ContractStep 3

Step 4

Then, enjoy the flight

First, follow below procedure

For details, please visit our website!!!

Time Saving & Safety

Privilege

WTS

24/7 Privacy & Comfort

Worldwide

 Locate the right aircraft for your 
own needs

 Make all the proper technical 
inspection 

 Negotiate price, terms and 
condition of buying contract

Special Competitive Advantages

And more

WorldTrans in cooperation with 
Vietravel Airline can provide:
 Maintenance for your aircraft
 Pilots and cabin crew for your 

aircraft
 Adding your aircraft under 

Vietravel Airlines AOC
 Full operation control
 All concerned ancillary services



https://gsa.worldtrans.vn/ https://gsa.worldtrans.vn/https://gsa.worldtrans.vn/

Maintenance

What we do
Air Craft Leasing

What we do
Flight Support

What we do

Line Maintenance Services include

1. Trouble Shooting
2. Defect Rectification
3. Component Replacement
4. Scheduled Maintenance
5. Minor Repairs

WorldTrans can provide a complete
package: aircraft, flight crew, cabin
crew and engineering and ground
support for the lease period. The
aircraft size can range for example
from a 30 seater to a 350 seater.

• Damp leasing (flight deck crew only or
partial compliment of cabin)

• Wet leasing (full crew)

Our expertise ensures that all aspects of the
client and supplier airlines’ requirements are
met. We are able to provide aircraft
anywhere in the world to meet short,
medium and long term requirements.

We provide a variety of leasing packages
(short, medium or long term) with a number
of options available to you, which include:

When you need support for the operation of
your own aircraft, WorldTrans can provide
a comprehensive aircraft handling support
service, from start to finish.

 Airport co-ordination
 Over flight and Landing Permits
 Airport landing slot requests
 Aircraft Ground Handling
 Passenger and cargo reception
 Fuel supply
 Crew Accommodation

One phone call to us is all you need to
ensure that your aircraft movements are
professionally set-up and supported.

We have Agents and associate companies
worldwide, which help us provide these
services.

Whatever the location, don’t worry, it may
just be that we do have a representative in
that country!

Minor repairs and modifications which do not
require extensive disassembly and may be
accomplished by simple means.

Minor Repairs

Scheduled maintenance and/or checks such as
visual inspections, including borescope inspections,
that shall detect obvious unsatisfactory
conditions/discrepancies but do not require
extensive in-depth inspection. This includes the
internal structure, systems and engine parts which
are visible through quick opening access
panels/doors.

Scheduled Maintenance

Component replacement with use of external test
equipment and component replacement, which
may include components such as engines and
propellers.

Component Replacement
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Why choose us?

Contact us

Hanoi Branch

Da Nang Branch

163 Pasteur, Ward 6, Dist. 3, Ho Chi Minh

(+84-28) 38 22 77 55

info@worldtrans.vn

Ho Chi Minh Head Quarter

39 Tran Quoc Toan, Tran Hung Dao Ward, 
Hoan Kiem Dist., Hanoi
(+84-24) 3984 3939
sales.han@worldtrans.vn

249 Nguyen Van Linh, Vinh Trung Ward, 
Thanh Khe Dist., Da Nang
(+84-23) 63 65 63 69

sales.dad@worldtrans.vn

World Trans Worldwide Aviation Services

 Offering worldwide services, especially

having 03 main offices in Hanoi, Da Nang

& Ho Chi Minh, we proudly serve customer

with the best experience in aviation.

 Providing 24/7 customer services staff for

the customer as required.

 At WTS, we have “customer care” culture

to provide the most satisfied status for our

customer, which creates the loyalty for us:

Experience assessment - Keep in touch -

Special care on birthday, anniversary.

 We suggest solutions for customer base on

data analyzation & experience to figure out

the most suitable options.

 We do the business to touch not only

saving cost benefit for customer but also

their loyalty.


